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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

x

RAT WILL*

Pe 11 tl on er i

v* t No. £7-1207

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF STATE J

P CL 1C E * E 7 AL. {

Wash ington » O.C.

Monday* December 5* 19b8 

The above-entitled matter case on for oral 

argument before the Supreme Court of the United States 

at 12.59 o'clock p.m.

AP PEARANCE SS

WILLIAM BURNHAM* ESQ.* Detroit* Michigan» on behalf of 

the Petiti oner.

GECRGE H. WELLER* ESQ.* Assistant Attorney General of 

Michigan* Lansing* Michigan» on behalf of the 

Respondents •
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CflBIEBIS

WILLIAM BURNhAM, ESQ.

On behalf of the Petitioner 

GECRGE H. RELLER» ESQ.

Or behalf of the Respondent

BE£ULUL-A££Ltt£Ul-£)F 

RILLIAM BURNhAM» ESQ.

On behalf of the Petitioner
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EECCfcfcUIlsSS
(12*59 p.m.)

CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQU1STS He'll hear argument 

non in No* 87-1207» Ray Will v. Michigan Department of 

State Po 11cy •

Mr. Burnham* you may proceed whenever you are

ready•

ORAL ARGUMENT OF klLLIAM BURNHAM 

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER 

MR* BURNHAMS Mr* Chief Justice* and may it

please the Cour t *

In 1973 Petitioner applied for a — for a job 

with the Michigan State Police as a computer analyst*

He was fully qualified for this job* He did not get 

it* And he subsequently found out that the reason he 

die not get that was because the Michigan State Police 

hac a so-called "Red Squad" which maintained dossiers on 

persons who had engageo In certain political 

ac 11 v i 11 es •

The plaintiff* believing that he was wronged* 

sued In the Michigan Court of Ctalns under 42 ll.S.C. 

Section 1983* anc he recovered a judgment to redress 

this violation of his Federal Constitution rights.

The Michigan Supreme Court took away that 

judgment* They old not take away that Judgment on the
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ground that there was no case on the merits» it's 

adeitted now that In fact the Respondents did violate 

his due process rights.

It wns not taken away because of any lack of 

jurisdiction in the Michigan courts for handling such 

cases. Michigan courts are fully competent to handle 

Section 1983 claims» and the Michigan Court of Claims is 

the court which is specially constituted to hear claims 

against the State of Michigan and its oepartments.

The Michigan Supreme Court reversed the case 

because» In its view* the Petitioner had not made out a 

cause of action under 42 U.S.C. 1983» because the 

Respondents were not persons acting under color of state 

law within the meaning of that statute.

QUESTIONS Mr. Burnham» one thing that seems 

strange to me about this case is» if the Supreme Court 

of Michigan had wanted to award damages on this cause of 

action» it surely could have done so Just under some 

general state law theory.

Was the intimation from the Supreme Court of 

Michigan opinion that» had the Petitioner chosen to sue 

just under state law rather than under 1983 the result 

might have been different?

MR. BURNHAM; Well* it would depend on whether 

or not the Chief Justice has in mind state

4
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cors11 tutlonaI law or state law of another type* In 

other words state tort law.

Unaer state tort law this claim woulc be 

barred by» by the state's sovereign immunity. If it's 

state constitutional law» after this very case was 

cecided» then the Supreme Court» the Michigan Supreme 

Court in this case» established that one could In fact 

sue under the state constitution.

Prior to that time* it had not so held. And 

consequently» hac he had» had the benefit of this very 

case at the time that he filed his case perhaps he would 

have framed things differently.

QUESTIONS The holding as to the state 

constitution was In this very case but It was not 

app I led to h lm.

MR. BURNHAMS But it was not applied to him. 

There were two cases» the Smith case and the hill Case. 

Ano in the Will case they determined that he had not 

clearly mace out — had not clearly preserved for appeal 

the issue of the violation of the state constitution.

Anc in the Smith case» however» they had 

preserved it and consequently they had to decide that 

question.

But this Is the first case in which the 

Supreme Court of Michigan has indicated that a stave

5
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constitutional claim would not be barred by state 

sovereign «««unity*

Prior to that and If lt*s on any other theory* 

any tort theory* anything like that* It would clearly be 

barred*

It's Petitioner's position In this case that 

the Respondents» Michigan Department of State Police and 

the Olrector of the Michigan State Police* are In fact 

persons within* within the meaning of the statute for 

basically three reasons*

First of all» the statutory language says so* 

ano secondly» the legislative history tells us that as 

well* and finally there was no reason to depart from the 

clear «leaning of the statute and the legislative history 

in order to read those teras different*

In teres of the language of the statute* the 

well-established rule of statutory construction as far 

as this very Issue Is concerned» Is that If there is a 

feceral statute which addresses activities that states 

are equally capable of engaging in» that are targeted by 

that statute» then the rule is that "person" Include 

states unless Congress expressly excludes them.

And in the antitrust laws» under the Clayton 

Act» and under the Sherman Act* the Rob I nson-Patman Act» 

this Court has Indicated that person in those statutes

6
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incI ude st at es

Anc the (tost recent case* of course* Is the 

Jefferson County P nario ac eu 11 ca I case at 46 C U.S. In 1983 

cealing with the Rob Inson-Patwan Act.

CUESTJCNi Mr. Burnham» flon’t you think the 

amendment* the retroac11 ve Iy-effec11ve amendment* of the 

Dictionary Act bears on the meaning of persons In this 

statute?

MR. BURNHAMS I con*t believe so. And the 

reason for that is that* first of all* It Doesn't bear 

cn it because I don't believe that the wording change 

that is mace in that* in fact* does what Respondents 

would say that It does.

In other words* the 1874» the new version of 

the Dictionary Act* basically gives us the same 

definition that is In the antitrust acts. In other 

words* corporations» associations —

CUESTICNJ Well* there's pretty clear evidence 

of an intent not to have the language so broad for the 

very purpose of making sure It didn't Include states.

MR. BURNHAMS Well* that Intent is the intent 

of the comm Issioners of the revision commission* and 

it's quite well established that the revision 

coemission's comments are not the legislative history of 

that statute.
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As a natter cf fact* the revision commission 

was fired by Congress because it made too nary changes» 

anc In fact it's been noted by every commentator that in 

fact that is not part cf the legislative history*

That may» may have been the intent of the 

revisors» but Congress In passing the 1874 code clearly 

cic not rely on that» they relied on Hr. Durant's 

revisions of the code* And Mr» Durant» in fact» went 

through ano trieo to make as many changes back to the 

original language as possible»

The only explanation is that Congress simply» 

at the last elnute* felt It needed a code» It passed and 

hac the task» task before it to pass» all cf the 

statutes that theretofore had been passed as part of the 

coce» ana simply passed it*

QUESTICN* Nell» don't you also think that the 

history of the 1871 act» as outlined in Monell» 

inclcates that the framers of that act thought they had 

no constitutional power to Impose an independent federal 

duty on state officers or instrumentalities —

MR* BURNHAM* 1 don't believe that that is — 

GUEST ION* And It would be rather surprising 

in light of that history that they intendeo to include 

the states 1

MR» BURNHAMS I think that what Congress was

8
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speaking of is tfie type of liability that was* that was 

oealt with lr the subject at hand* which of cotrse was 

the Sherman Amencment.

And the Sherman Amendment dic» did not deal 

with the Question of whether or not* and this Court of 

course found In honell* dla not deal with the cuestlon 

of whether or not states or for that matter 

municipalities that took action that violated 

constituticnal rights could not be subjected tc 

liability* That was net the question.

The question was whether or not a duty to 

maintain a police force could be imposed upon counties 

as subdivisions cf states by way of this vicarious 

liability in the Sherman Amendment.

GUEST ICN • But It's most unlikely In light of 

the history of that act and* and the purpose of the Ku 

KI u:< K Ian Act that the 42nd Congress Intenced to create 

a carnage action against state governments to be heard in 

state court.

MR. BURNHAM] Well* the question of state 

court* I think* has to be separated frem the question of 

whether or not a cause of action is* is set out.

In other woros* Congress clearly in Section 1 

was authorizing a remedy to be brought. New* Congress 

did indicate that that remedy — it was also at the same

9
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ti a e creating Jurisdiction without regard to amount of 

controversy in the feceral courts.

However» at that time anc tocay anc since Hr. 

Hamilton wrote Federalist No. 02» it's been quite ciear 

that the standaro is that there was concurrent 

jurisdiction in state courts unless Congress makes that 

excI us I ve.

Anc as a matter of fact* that section of» of» 

cf Federalist No. 82 was actually read on the floor of 

the Congress at the tine In the debates at the time that 

Section 1983 was being considered.

Corgress was fully aovised of that» this Court 

has noted that there's jurisdiction» concurrent 

jurisdiction* in state courts* In addition to which we 

must keep in mine the fact that from the time of the 

Constitution until 1875 federal questions* Including 

Feceral Constitutional Questions» coulC only be brought 

in the state courts.

It's highly unlikely that Congress would have 

forgotten that at the tine that it was authorizing the 

cause of action to enforce the 14th Amendment.

1 eight also add that the slaughterhouse cases 

were filed In 1870» and the slaughterhouse cases were* 

of course» filed In the» the Louisiana State Court as a 

means cf enforcing the 14th Amendment.

10
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Anti consequently anyone Mho is familiar with 

the slaughterhouse cases* and of course they were quite 

notable at the time* In the netis media and otherwise* 

woifd have known that that was an example of enforcing 

the 14th Airendinent In state court.

QUESTION* Were they brought under Section 

1963 In the Louisiana courts?

MR. BURNHAM! No* no they were not. The 

filing of that predated the statute.

The first reported case» I believe* under 

Section 1983* 1 believe* was in 1873 in the Circuit 

Court in Illinois* I believe. And that* Interest — 

interestingly enough* Mas a suit by a company against 

the City of hyde Park.

In other woros* a suit against a* a 

governmental subclvlsion* an entity in that case. And 

that case* of course* was relied on in this Court* by 

this Court* in the Monel I case* in 436 U.S. And 

consequently the statute was not used at that time.

QUESTION. But that's a little disingenuous* 

Isn't It? I mean* our whole theory in Monell was that 

cities are net* are not states* that they haven't been 

treated like states.

I lean* to cite Monell as* as authority for 

what you want us to do here Is to really pull it

11
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inslce>out* it seems to roe.

HR, BURNHAHt Well* I agree that Monel I does 

not cover the precise question in this case* however — 

QUESTION; Well* more than that* 1 think it* I 

think it* it — it's rational refutes the staterent you 

just made* that any* any earlier case that had to do 

with the city is somehow authority for suits against the 

government* Monell says quite the contrary* that the 

reason suits against cities are allowed is that they 

weren't considered governments*

HR. BURNHAHt No* I* I don't believe that that 

— the rational of Monell* as 1 understand Monet 1* is 

that there's no reason to exclude cities because of the 

fact that the Sherman Amendment was defeated or for any 

ether reason* that cities* the entity itself is as 

capable as the officers of that city of engaging in the 

kinds of activities that were the focus of the* of 

Section 1 cf the 1871 act*

Anc consequently there was no reason in the 

Sherman Amendment* which of course Monroe v. Pape held* 

excluded cities* there was no reason to read its defeat 

as meaning that cities were excluded.

But simply the fact that cities were as 

capable of engaging in those kinds of depredations that 

the Court believed that there was no reason to exclude

12
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th em

And of course* the Dictionary Act has relied 

on — upon in Moneli* and the Dictionary Act did not 

refer to cities or counties* It said bodies* corporate 

anc politic.

Anc of course those very words were used by 

the senators and members of the House who debated 

Section 1981 on the floor of the Congress to describe 

states. And no one has ever doubted that states 

certainly cose within that* that definition.

And that definition* we believe* although it 

was changed in 1874* this Court has never taken the view 

that that soeehow retroactively clarified Congressional 

intent as the Respondents would have the Court believe.

QUESTICNS Isn't It queer — queer disposition 

you're asking us to end up with* given Quern» you're -- 

what you're recessarily suggesting is that In order to 

protect individuals against the states* Congress created 

a cause of action against the states* but allowed that 

cause of action to be sued upon only in state courts.

Isn't that rather strange? 1 mean* if* if 

you're worried about the state's misbehaving* it seems 

to me — I could understand the opposite* allowing suits 

only in federal courts and not In state courts.

But prohibiting suit in federal courts and

13
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permitting it in state courts seems* seems absolutely 

inverted.

MR. BURNHAM; Melt* the crux of the natter Is 

that Congress did not do that.

In other words* the reason that matters of 

this sort — In other words If this case were trought in 

federal court* It's quite clear it would be barred. The 

reason that this case would be barred in federal court 

is not because Ccngress said it could not be brought 

there but because the 11th Amendment says that the state 

cannot be sued In federal court.

In other words* Congress did not by use of the 

term "person acting under* under color of state law" 

mean that as a term of limitation. Congress was* was 

simply setting up the cause of action.

And there is a defense* of course* of the 11th 

Amendment* which defeats that cause of action. However* 

in state court where that defense is not available to 

the state* then the cause of action has greater force.

CUESTICNS Ycu don't think Congress* In 

Section — using Section 5* could have* could have set 

the 11th Amendment aside and allowed these suits?

MR. BURNHAMS Congress certainly ccuid have 

cone that* had Ccngress* number one* thought that the 

11th Amendsent was a problem* and number two* believed

1A
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that or had the foresight to forecast this Court's 

decision In cases such as Hutto v. Finney ano 

Atascaoero. In other words* the clear statement kind of 

rule.

Petitioners believe* as we indicate in our* in 

our brief* that because Hans v• Louisiana was not 

decided until 20 years later that It's highly unlikely 

that Congress would have thought that there was an 11th 

Amendment bar to a federal question claim.

Hars v. Louisiana quite clearly relied on only 

recent prececent. There was no occasion for deciding 

that Issue before* It would not have been established 

until 18 SO .

And consequently the Respondents would impute 

some sort of intent to Congress to limit a cause of 

action based on an assumption about the 11th Amendment* 

when there Is absolutely no evidence that they thought 

that the 11th Amendment would be a problem.

QUESTION; But we've decided that the other

way.

HR. BURNHAMS Weil * 1 —

GUEST 1CNi I mean* you're* you're — this 

argument essentially Is asking us to over — overrule 

Cuer n.

MR. BURNHAMS Well* Cuern doesn't necessarily

15
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do that* Quern* I think* applies a modern standard for 

abrogating the 11th Amendment*

That modern standard is one that applies from 

that day forward) but this Court has also said it will 

lock at prior statutes Including the Jones Act and the 

Welch case and other statutes In order to determine 

whether or not Congress* In fact* old abrogate 11th 

Amendment imsunlty*

And that of course is a separate Issue from 

the cause of action question* because Congress must* 

oust not Just authorize suit against the state* Congress 

aust make its intent clear* must have considered the 

11th Amendment and firaly oecicec to abrogate it.

In the vernacular I suppose you coulc say 

Congress Is saying not only that the states can be sued 

but also* read my lips* we mean it* the states can be 

sued* And lt*s cnly then that the 11th Amendment is 

abrogated*

It is not necessary in order to establish a 

cause of action to do that* And this Court has 

repeatedly assumed* in Atascadero* in the Welch case* 

ano in Employees v* Missouri Department of Public 

Welfare* that in fact there is a cause of action that is 

left over* orce cne decides that 11th Amencment issue*

And as a matter of fact* In Atascadero the

16
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Court dace it quite clear that the decision die not mean 

there has rot a remedy. The decision simply meant that 

that remedy would have to be pursued Ir state court.

It is rot -- it is a common situation with 

feceral statutes that establish causes of action for 

which there is a defense In one form bit not a defense 

in another term.

CUESTICNJ Do they do it by using the same 

word* in a fashion that* that has two different meanings?

Co you know any other ~ your argusent Is 

essentially that the word “person" does not mean a state 

for purposes of whether you can bring a suit in federal 

court.

MR. BURNHAM; No. The word "person" does mean 

a state* In federal court as well. It simply leans that 

that suit is barred* if the ilth Aiendeent is 

app I icab ie •

For example* this Court has indlcatec — in 

the State of Rhoce Island* the legislature of Rhode 

Island has waived its 11th Amendment immunity by 

statute.

And in that case the First Circuit indicated* 

well* then we have to go on to decide the Question of 

whether or not there Is a cause of action under Section 

1983. And we hold that the state is a person* In the

17
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Delia 6rot ta cas«

In other words» two separate Issues of whether 

or not It's tarred by the 11th Amendment and whether or 

not there's a cause of action* If those two Issues were 

the sare» then we woulc never be able to have a cause of 

action» once the consent by the state was given*

GUEST ICN• You think Congress used person to 

nean state but nonetheless did* die not allow suit 

against the state —

MR, BllRNHAMt Congress allowed suit against 

the state in the sense of authorizing the cause of 

action*

However» Congress die not engage In the Kind 

of super-intent* In other words the clear statement 

necessary unoer cases like Atascadero» In order to 

abrogate it*.

In other words» the two questions of whether 

or not there's a cause of action» and the second 

question of whether or not that cause of action night be 

barred •

Ano the state — Petitioners' position Is the 

state is a person for all purposes* for purposes of 

cause of action* The question of whether or not they 

can be sued in federal court Is a question of the 

defense that the state might raise.
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CUESTICN; Mr* Burnham* can 1 as* you a 

question about your understand ing of the state of the 

law at the time the statute was enacteo?

Recently had a lot of law on the question of 

the difference between a state official being sued in 

the official capacity and being sued in incivicual 

capacity*

has that distinction as we 11-recogn I zed back 

in the 186Cs as it* as It is today* do you know?

MR* BURNHAMS I oon't believe that It was* As 

a latter of fact* a lot of the law of whether or not one 

is suing In the official capacity or In a personal 

capacity Is overshadowed by 11th Amendaent laws* 

especially starting with Ex parte Young* Ano it's very 

difficult to separate that*

1 believe that the understandIng of the 1872* 

'71 Congress could wall have been the understanding that 

was reflectec the* the year later in Davis v. Gray* 

which is* if you sue the official you in fact oo get to 

the state but as long as the state is not naied as a 

party then the suit is okay under the 11th Aeendment* 

CUESTICN; Welly under your view* if this 

action had been brought against the director of the 

state police In 1874» right after the statute was 

passed» ano the judgment had been entered against that

19
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official» would that judgment have beer payable by the 

state or by the individua) at that time?

MR* BURNHAMS That would be — either option 

if possible* However* I believe that the option that is 

more likely is that it would be paid by the state* 

CUESTICN* At that time?

MR* BURNHAM; At that time* Representative 

Bingham gave an example of the kinds of rights that he 

believed were protected by Section 1S82*

One of those rights that he gave us that he 

believed that the case of Barron v. Mayor of Baltimore 

should apply to states and cities* And consequently he 

viewed just compensation claims as being the kinds of 

claims that couIc be brought under the statute.

Now* If a state officer who actually goes out 

anc seizes that property Is the one who was personally 

liable for that* ft would be highly unlikely that that 

is what Bingham had In mind*

Anc as Justice Powell concluced in his 

concurrence in Monell» there Is no Indication that they 

intended somehow that only personal liability of the 

officer would be Involved in these kinds of cases*

There's another example that Is given by an 

opponent in the legislative history» by Representative 

Blair» and that is» what If slavery were relmposed In a
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pa r t ic u1 ar s tat e 1

This is the kind of thing that» that the 

statute seems to go to. And the Representative pointed 

cut that quite clearly that is a case where the state 

itself does it» ano consequently the liability shoulo 

rur with the state. It should not run with the

Inolvldual officers who happen to have the misfortune of

being the ones who are sent out to enforce that law.

I suppose» to use an example froa this case

that would ring true In 1871 terms» if In fact a statute

said» state government cannot hire black people» and the 

Petitioner were denied that job pursuant to that state 

statute» Respondents would have this Court say that the 

only remedy is to sue that personnel interviewer who 

says* my hancs are tied» I can't hire you. The state 

law says that 1» I have to reject your application.

That kind of liability doesn't make a lot of 

sense. And if you read through the legislative history 

anc lock at the —

GUEST I CN • Let me Just Interrupt there. Why 

wouldn't the answer to that be» under Ex parte Young* 

that you could get Injunctive relief in that situation? 

Ano that that would be adequate?*

HR. BURNHAM} Well» of course» Ex parte Young 

was not for another 30 years.
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QUESTION; I know» but I mean* why couldn't 

the rationale of Ex parte Young been applied in such a 

case and* anc say that you're only remedy is net for 

daeages but for Injunctive relief?

MR. BURNHAM* Well* it wculd be highly 

unlikely that that would be the case* if Congress says 

right In the statute that whatever this resecy Is 

against persons Is* in the words of the statute* a — an 

action at law* suit in equity* or other proper 

proceeding for redress.

In other words* if Congress had that in mind* 

certainly there was a clearer way of saying it. And If 

in fact action at law and suit In equity are the kinds 

of things that are — that are available against that 

person* then certainly there's no basis for saying that 

somehow the statute means* well* person if it's a suit 

in equity but not a person If it's a suit at law.

Corgress did not say that* And it quite 

clearly coulc have said that* It simply did not*

QUESTION; Mr* Burnham* was Section l of the 

1871 Act patterned after Section 2 of the 1866 Civil 

Rights Act?

MR. BURNHAMS I believe the term that, this 

Court has* has used and is* gleaning from the 

legislative history* is that It was a model for —
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GUESTICNs The language is identical* in tact*

isn't it?

HR. BURNHAMS The language -- In tact* the 

language Is Identical.

GUESTICNS And would you say that Section 2 of 

the Civil Rights Act applies to states as persons*

Baking them criminally liable?

MR. BURNHAMS Well* at the time* of course* 

the — the criminal liability could only be visited on 

incivicuaIs • In other woros —■

GUESTICNs Well* your answer is no* that It 

would not sake criminal —

MR. BURNHAMS No* it would net.

QUESTICNs -- penalties enforceable against

the state.

MR. BURNHAMS No* in other werds* the state 

could not be Imprisoned under that law.

GUESTICNs Why would we read the wore "person" 

in the Identical language in the later act differently 

then * do you th I nk ?

MR. BURNHAMS Well* there arc a couple of 

reasons. The first reason Is that the 1866 act led to 

the 14th Amendment.

In other woros* the reason why the 14th 

Amendment was written and passed by Congress* In large
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part* mss because they believeo that there were 

const I tuticnaI problems with the 1666 act. Anc 

corseqcent I yy a sore generalized version of the 1866 

criminal law Is what gave us the current Secticn 1 of 

the 14th Aeerdment.

In that broader context* In other words 

outside of the narrow crlminul context* Congress chose 

the words* "no state shall*" and consequently Congress 

Is telling us by doing that that this hind of liability 

that they're talking about Is at the very toast official 

capacity liability* ano certainly in a broader context 

where we're talking about the non-criminal situation* 

that that is a situation where it is the state itself 

that Is prohibited from doing that.

how* then* after — that was In 1866» then 

1868 the 14th Amendment* then in 1871 they want to 

enforce the 14th Amendment* they go back and simply use 

the old language from the 1866 statute. But they 

indicate In the preamble that they are enforcing the 

provisions of the 14th Amendment* which of course says 

itself* "no state shall."

The second reason is that the kind of 

liability that they spoke of in the 1866 act* and the 

use to which It was put historically* was to render 

criminally liable judges* other officials* fcr official
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capacity a ct ion s •

In other wares* the actions that were brought 

were in fact actions that were brought for a judge* for 

example* excluding blacks from a jury* pursuant to a 

state statute. That judge was arrestee anc tried before 

the Federal court for doing that.

That is precisely the kind of official 

capacity type action which we are talking about here.

CUESTICN; I think that the logic of the whole 

history is to say yes* they thought they could reach 

individual state actors but not the states theiselves. 

Anc the whcle thing Bakes sense when vieweo in that 

light. I think your argument is somewhat hard to 

achieve.

MR« BURNHAMS Well* It's* it's very hard to 

account for the aany references about states being the 

object of Section 1.

In other words* we are handicapped to a 

certain extent by the fact that Congress was nore 

excited about» and debated more* the other sections* 

which perhaps were more problematic anc did not have 

such debate on Section 1.

But everyone who referred to Section 1» and* 

anc the Quotations are in the brief* refers to the fact 

that It was leant to reach violations by the state
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itself in its corporate ana legislative capacity*

CUESTICN; Are there any indications in the 

aetates shewing concern over Imposition of damage 

liability on the states?

MR* BURNHAM* Not that 1 have been able to 

find» Your Hcnor* The — the 11th Amendment apparently» 

for example» is rot mentioned at all in the cebates*

QUESTICNi Is that then not indicative of an 

understand ing by Congress that such damage liability Is 

not encompassed by the statute?

MR. BURNHAM! Weil» to the extent that 

Congress was worried about a few other things» such as 

In the other sections military takeover of state 

governments» which obviously Is much mere intrusive of 

state sovereignty than a simple damage award» suspending 

habeas corpus in the areas where state authorities were 

not able to control things* Those were the kinds of 

things that Congress debated*

CUESTICN! And also the black laws» the state 

black laws » too•

MR* BURNHAM! Absolutely* In other words» the 

concern was that state governments were in fact allowing 

all sorts of violations by Individuals and were not 

enforcing the law» as well as the fact that they 

themselves might have affirmative laws which In fact
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denied rights to* to the former freed persons.

CUESTICN; (Inaudible) that prevented a Negro 

f r cm f ly ing a k i te •

MR. BURNHAM: Uhn. But there are several 

references ir the legislative history.

For example* Senator Edmunds* who was the 

floor manager of the bill and he was the chairman of 

joint committee that investigated the whole problem* 

inclcated that Section 1 simply reenacts the 

Constitution. He did not say that it reenacts the 

Constitution except for the part that says* "no state 

shall."

Representative Bingham talks about it's a 

reiedy provided against all such abuses ano centals of 

rights In states and by states* and he didn't say except 

ones that are pursuant to state statute that are 

perpetrateo by the state Itself.

Representative She I I abarger* who was a sponsor 

of the bill* Indicated that the states remalneo 

unrestrained* anc therefore there's a reed for this 

resedy. And that was not* certainly* as a prelude to 

introducing a bill that does not restrain states 

themse Ives •

I'c like to reserve the remainder of my time

fo r rebutt a I•
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CUESTICN; Very hell* Hr. Burnham. Mr.

Weller* we'll hear fro it you*

CRAL ARGUMENT OF GEORGE H. WELLER 

CM BEHALF OF THE RESPONCENTS

MR. WELLER; Thank you» Mr. Chief Justice* and 

tray it please the Court;

The State takes the position* first* Congress 

has the power uncer Section 5 of the 14th Amendment to 

include the states within Section 1* that is tc include 

the states within the meaning of person* but it did not 

co so.

Anc our second position is since this action 

for carnages was in the Michigan Court of Claims* against 

the office of the alrector of the State Police* not the 

director of the State Police personally* and the only 

defendant in the Michigan Court of Claims is the State 

of Michigan its elf.

There is only one defendant in this case* and 

that's the State of Michigan. And the caption merely 

sets forth lr twc different ways a cause of action 

against the State of Michigan.

CUESTICN; Old the Supreme Court of Michigan 

agree with you on that second point?

MR. WELLER; Yes* they did* Your Honor. They 

found — wher they described the state not being a
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person the* then proceeded to describe an action against 

the state official who was being sued in this case and 

used the same logic ano the saire premise and found that 

he was not a person as well*

Now* on our first position* if Ccncress 

Intended to use its new power under the 14th Amendment 

that had been enacted three years before* ano to do away 

with the traditional immunity of the states from an 

action for damages* in their own state courts* and do 

this on a federal cause of action* Congress would have 

expressly said so in Section 1» or would have made a 

clear statement that the states were Included within the 

searing of the were "person."

Anti the reasons for this are* nusber one* as 

this Court has pointed out, in common usage* "person** 

does not Include a sovereign state and statutes using 

the word "person" are ordinarily Interpreted net to 

include a sovereign state.

Anc secondly* there was no presumption In 1871 

that the word "person" Included the sovereign states*

In other worcs* the Dictionary Act of the previous 

Corgress* not the same Congress* as set forth by the 

Petitioner* tut the Dictionary Act of the previous 

Corgress did not Intend to include the states within the 

meaning of the werd "person*"
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This is illustrated by the commiss loners ' 

action In changing the wording and further illustrated 

by Mr* Durant’s further analysis of what the 

comm Issloners hac done*

Anc he made a report on December the 10th in 

1873 to the Congress* and he said* I have retained only 

those ceanings that are found in the statutes at large. 

And the neanlng that he retained that the coca Issl oner s 

utilized was to use partnerships and corporations as the 

meaning of person In the Dictionary Act.

Cl) EST ICNI Attorney General heller* what about 

the word "person" in Section 7 of the Sherman Act* 

enactec in 1890?

MR. WELLER; In the Sherman Act and ether 

acts* as I urderstano it* Your Honor* the wore "person" 

of course may include the states under the 

circumstances. You have to analyze and determine 

whether or not the wore "person" Includes the states.

There are some cases* for example* In which 

the states were setting up pharmaceutical practices that 

were competing with private enterprise in that. But our 

basic premise here Is that the uoro "person" ordinarily 

is not used to include the states* and there’s no 

inoicatlon that the states were intended to be included 

within the meaning of the word In this law.
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So with no common usage* and with ro 

presumption* and with no expressed statement* the plain 

meaning of person in the 1871 act* our position is* did 

not include the states.

Now* if Congress had intendec to include the 

states within the meaning of the word* this would have 

been a radical change. And under the law at the time* a 

radical change wculd require an explicit showing or 

would require an expressed statement or a clear 

statement that It was the collective will of the 

Congress to include the states within this meaning.

Ano to Include the states within the meaning 

of the word "person*" in light of Quern* wculd mean that 

Congress by Its collective will intended to subject the 

states to actions for damages In their own state courts 

cn a federal cause of action.

QUESTION; You have no trouble In getting 

corporations under the wore "persons*" do you?

HR* WELLER. I don't understand* Your Honor.

I have a little trouble in getting the word 

■corporati on"?

QUESTIONS Nobody else has. So if you can get 

corporation under persons why can't you get state under 

persons?

NR. WELLERS Well* the word Mcorpora11 ons"
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normally includes* for example* municipal corporations 

anc counties and that* That's understood*

States occasionally nay be Incluaeo within the 

word "corporation*" but they're not normally used within 

the neaning cf the wore "corporation."

QUESTIGN* They lean persons. Corporation 

cones under the word "persons" In the 14th Amendment. 

Isn't that true?

HR. WELLER* I'm sorry* Your Honor* I don't 

recall that language In the 14th Amendment* that 

corporations are --

QUESTION* I don't either. But this Court put 

it In there* In the 1880s* right?

MR. WELLER* Yes.

CUESTICN* I don't see how ycu can do one and 

Just Ignore the other.

HR. WELLER* Well* we're speaking cf the 

intention cf Congress in 1871* Your Honor. And in 1871 

— again* our position Is that states were net included* 

that the intention of the previous Congress was to 

include corporations. But as they used corporations it 

ole not include the states.

Now* the Court In — the Court In Quern has 

already held that Section 1983 was not Intenced to 

abrogate the state's traditional sovereign immunity In
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the federal courts* The Court In Quern also pointed out 

that no member of Congress In the legislative history of 

legislative cebate made any mention of financial 

consequences to the states* nor die any member focus 

directly on the question of state liability.

So that — since Quern has alreaay held 

there’s no federal right in the federal courts* there’s 

the strongest implication in Quern that the -- this 

Court did not Intend to Interpret person as including 

the states •

Noe* the purpose of the 1871 act was* of 

course* to enforce the 14th Amendment* And under the 

14th Amendeert* under Section 5* It was left to Congress 

to decide whether to enact legislation or whet Kind of 

le sIsI atlo n to enact•

Corgress could choose to act to the fullness 

cf Its power* or Congress coulo choose to act to some 

lesser degree* It didn't need to exercise all of its 

power under Section 5*

Anc our position Is that Congress old not 

need* in 1871* to exercise all of its power and include 

the states within the meaning of the word "person” in 

part because* as the Court has already pointed out* the 

problem was not with the state laws on the books or with 

the state remedies that were available* The problem was
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with erfcrcenent

State laws were not being equally enforced* or 

the state laws were not being enforced at all* or the 

state courts were powerless to act or they were In 

league with those who were depriving others of their 

feceral rights.

So the perceived neea in Congress in 1871 was 

for effective enforcement and open» fair* anc objective 

courts. So the perceived need» the collective will of 

the Congress» was to give immeolate access to the 

fecerat courts for actions for damages or for suits for 

injunctive relief.

Anc this need was fulfilled by using the word 

"persor" that included government officials* and 

included local ccmaunities* as this Court pointed out in 

Noneil. But there Is no perceived neec nor was there 

any collective will to include the states within the 

1871 Civil Rights Act.

For one thing» there is no tradition In 1871 

of an action or a suit against a state* against its 

will. In fact» lfve been unable to find any such case 

between Chisholm v. Georgia In 1793 ana 1871.

What there was In 1871 was a strong tradition 

of the Immunity of the states from suits In their own 

courts. That doesn't nean the 1871 act dlo not provide
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relief*

For example* actions fcr damages were made 

available in the federal courts against those against 

whcm such actions had long been recognized* for example* 

state officials and local officials* And as the Court 

said In Monell* local communities*

Ano in response to your question* sir* the 

Prosser of his day was a gentleman called hi Hard* And 

in Hillard on Torts* at page 269 In 1866* hr* hillard 

points out the ready availability of actions fcr damages 

against public officials*

hr* Hillard also wrote another book on 

injunctions* In 1864 on page 443 and 444 he points out 

that there was a long tradition of suits for injunctive 

relief against public officers who are acting illegally 

or unconstitutionally* And In there he cites other 

cases as well*

So the 1871 act provided relief against state 

officials—

CUESTICNS hay I Just back up because I found 

that very interesting? Your first exasple from Hillard 

in 1866 —

hR . WELLER* Yes*

CUESTICNS Did that contemplate — dc I 

understand you to say that he was suggesting It would be
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perfectly prcper tc get a carnage recovery against a 

state individual acting in his official capacity?

HR, WELLERS In his — that would fce in his 

personal capacity» Your honor» against him as a person.

GUEST ICN; Well» the judgment would run 

against hin in» in» in his personal capacity --

MR . WELLERS Yes.

GUESTICN: But supposing he was the head of

the Michigan Department of Police and cone just what had 

been done here» would such a judgment —• and that had 

been regaroec as a tort at the time —

MR. WELLERS Well» that» that» that» that goes 

back to the Governor of Georgia v. Madrazo where the 

suit is against the office of the individual» not 

against the individual as a person.

Anc so therefore» that kino cf a suit that you 

describe wculd be against the cfflce» therefore it would 

be against the state» not — and therefore It would be 

barred» as opposed to there was a separate --

CUESTICNS Was —■ was that what you found in 

the tort law treatises at the time» or Is that what 

you*re saying is the --

MR. WELLERS No» that's basically what I found 

in the treatises at the tiee.

CUESTICNS I see.
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hR. WELLER. Some of them are citeo in our 

brief» and Hillard I found after we wrote our brief.

So this recourse in the 1871 act against 

officials ano local communities» but net against the 

states» it ersured the supremacy of federal law but at 

the same time it accommodated the traditional immunity 

of the states in what this Court in Monell referred to 

as coordinate sovereignty.

In other worcs» it made the talance that 

ensured that federal law would be supreme» the federal 

Constitution would be supreme.

Now» the Immediate reason for the 1871 act was 

the violence that was being directed tcwarcs blacks ana 

towards sympathetic whites who were the backbone of the 

southern Republ I can Parties.

But the act» of course» applied to ail of the 

states» not just the southern states. And so we have 

this question» the Court has yet to hold -- this Court 

has yet to held that a state court must entertain a 

claim under Section 1983.

what this Court has said Is that a state court 

may not discriminate against a type of federal action 

when that same type of action arising under state law is 

enforced In the state courts.

So It's aost unlikely that In 1871 it was the
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collective wilt cf the 1871 Congress* and particularly 

since the senators were still being electee by the 

legislatures not by the people, it's most unlikely that 

It was the collective will of that Congress to include 

the states within the meaning of the word "person," 

because to dc so In light of the holding of Cuern would 

nean that it was the will, the collective will, of the 

1871 Ccngress to abrogate their traditional sovereign 

Immunity of their states, only In the state courts, and 

thus raise the possibility that the states would be 

subject to actions for damages on a fecerai cause of 

action in their state courts when they would net be 

subject to the same type of cause of action uncer state 

law •

So our feeling Is — our oasic premise is 

there is nothing In the context, or in the subject 

matter, or in the legislative history cr in the tenor of 

the times to show that It was the collective will of the 

Corgress, a Republican-dominated House and Senate, to do 

away with the traditional immunity of the states and 

subject them to carnages in their own state courts.

QUESTIONS I, I take It you're of the view 

that the 11th Amendment clearly bars the suit in a 

Fecerai court?

NR. WELLERS Well, that's what Quern said,
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Your Honor, that the --

CUESTICNs Why, why co we have jurisdiction to 

hear this case, then?

MR. wELLERi This* this is a cause of action 

alleging a violation of a Federal statute. Arc —

CUESTICNs But aren't you here In Federal

court?

HR. WELLERS And you have jurisdiction to 

interpret the meaning of the statute tc determine 

whether or not the states were or were not Included.

CUESTICNs But Isn't this the suit that's 

brought — If this suit can't be brought In a federal 

court, then how can you be here?

HR. WELLERS We can be here because the state 

courts enforce Federal law as well, Your Honor.

CUESTICNS But we're a federal courtt and the 

judicial power shall not extend, under the 11th 

Amendment, tc this kind of suit.

MR. WELLERS You're In — we're in federal 

court cn an appeal froa a state court handling a Federal 

cause of action.

GUEST ICN s But the 11th Amendment says you 

cannot be in the federal court.

HR. WELLERS I don't believe, Your honor, that 

the 11th Aaendment bars actions on appeal on federal
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causes of action

GUEST ICNi It says» "the judicial power shall 

not extend."

MR • WELLER' Welly we're dealing with a 

feceral statute» Your honor.

GUESTICN; Welly you'd be dealing with that in 

the district court toot I suppose» and you'd find ~ 

you'd ask for imeedlate dismissal» I assume.

MR. WELLERS Well» if we went into the 

district court» yes» we'd» we'o raise the llth 

Amendment» If the state was sued. And we oo do that.

But in this case —

GUESTICNS But you don't raise It here?

MR. WELLERS We don't — no sir» we do not 

raise it» we do not rely on the llth Asendeent. Not at 

all.

GUESTICNS Yes» cut don't we have an 

obligation to do that ourselves» If it deprives us of 

jur I sd ictlon?

MR. WELLERS If you feel —

QUEST ICN s And this is a case» Is it not» that 

was» in either law or equity» coamencec against one of 

the United States by a» by a citizen?

MR. WELLERS I believe» Your Honor» the 

history of this Court and the cases involved show that
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in order to ensure the supremacy of federal law ~ 

Cohens, for example* v. Virginia requires tnat this 

Court entertain these actions* If it chooses to do sc* 

of course* on certiorari* out it has jur i sc i ct ion to 

hear appeals on federal causes of action coming from 

state courts to determine* and analyze and determine 

whether the federal law does or does net apply.

GUESTICNS Gee* I don't Know why you don’t 

rely on the llth Amendment* because — If the 11th 

Amendment clc apply to us as well as tc other Federal 

courts* anc as Justice Kennedy points cut there's 

nothing that says it doesn't* then what your opponent 

would be suggesting is that Congress created federal 

causes of action In state courts against the states* 

they couldn't be appealed to the Unitec States Supreme 

Court* so there'e be no way of* of giving any unity to 

that particular Federal law. That wouldn't be a very 

sensible arrangesent* would it?

HR. WELLER. I don't believe this is a valid 

argument* Your Honor* that a* a — the interpretation of 

a federal statute* by a state court* interpreting the 

leaning of a federal statute* cannot be appealed to this 

Court.

I think the thought processes of the era are 

better found In the language of the 18C0 Ex parte
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Virginia. The Court was speaking of the 14th Amendment* 

ano the Court said* "Prohibitions of the 14th Amendment 

are addressee to the states."

But then* one page later* this Court said* 

"Such iegistation must act upon persons* not upon the 

abstract thing that*s denominated a state* but upon the 

persons who are the agents of the state in the denial of 

the rights which are Intended to be securec."

Cur position is* Your Honors* that Congress 

could have induced the states within the scope of the 

1871 Civil Rights Act. It did not do so. Congress can 

at any time* if it chooses* Include the states within 

the scope of the 1871 Civil Rights Act. It has yet to 

do so. Thank you* Your Honors.

QUESTION; Thank you* hr. Heller. hr.

Burnham* you have four minutes remaining.

REBUTTAL ARGUhENT OF WlLLIAh BURNHAh 

Ok BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER

hR. BURNHAMS Thank you. A couple of matters 

by* by way of response.

First cf all* I believe counsel for 

Respondents indicated that It was somehow rare that 

states would be persons under the* under the Federal 

laws •

However* I did not mention the liquor tax laws
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in which the definition is partnership* association* 

coipany* or corporation* as well as natural persons*

This Court has held that the state Is s person.

The shipping act* corporations* partnerships* 

anc associations existing under or authorise by the 

laws of any state* that Includes the state* The 

antitrust definition Is precisely corporations and 

associations existing under or authorized by the laws of 

any state* The Court has held In all those 

circumstances that the state is in fact a person*

Second ly —

QUESTION* For an antitrust plaintiff* 

anyway* But I'm not sure for an antitrust defendant*

MR • BURNHAMS No* Jefferson County was an 

antitrust defendant*

QUESTIONS Defendant?

MR* BURNHAMS As a matter of fact* one of the 

arguments that was made was that person shculd mean 

something different if It's a plaintiff than if It's a 

defendant* And it was precisely that argument that was 

rejected by the Court*

In fact* If you're a person you're either in 

or out of that definition* and it doesn't vary depending 

on the circumstarces* And of course* that rule is 

followed In a slightly different way In the civil rights
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context» that this Court held in Kenosha v. Bruno» that 

you can't bifurcate person somehow according to relief.

Either they are persons or they're not* and if 

they are ther» as Congress says» action at law» suits in 

equity — everything applies.

CUESTICN; Can you tell us why we have 

jurisdiction under the 11th Amendment?

MR. BURNHAM; Well* Cohens v. Virginia. I 

think counsel is correct» that In fact an appeal Is not 

considered tc be an action prosecuted against a state 

for purposes of the 11th Asendsent.

CUESTICN* But» no» no» the Judiciary Act of 

17e9 gave us jurisdiction over those matters» and there 

was no 11th Amendment bar.

MR. BURNHAMS Me I I --

CUESTICN; The 11th Amendment says» "the 

juolcial power shall not extend."

MR. BURNHAMS That's true. It would —

CUESTICNs And I take it we're a federal

court.

MR. BURNHAMS Yes. I would agree with that. 

The difficulty* of course» Is that this Court» if the 

Court wanted to take that matter up anew» would have to 

reverse several prior cases.

Maine v. Thlboutot was a 1982 action brought
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in state court. This Court decided the attorney fee 

issue in that case without ever noting that there was 

any pr cb le s .

Martinez v. California is ancther state court 

Section 1983 action that came up. Obviously in all 

these cases the Court woulc have been obligated to note 

the 11th Amendment problem* ano to simply aismiss the 

case. There are all kinds of cases that are brought 

with federal —

CUESTICN; But nobody's perfect. ke* we make

m I stak es •

(Laughter)

MR. BURNHAM* In* in* in the Interest of stare 

oecisls* I wculd suggest* however* that that perhaps is* 

is* is water over the dam and has been for* for almost* 

almost 150 years.

Mr. Weller also indicated* I believe* that* 

that there were no suits against states prior to 1871. 

Anc in fact In* in Petitioner's reply brief we Indicate 

Wilson v. New Jersey was a suit in state court against 

the State of New Jersey in 1812* Woodruff v. Trapneli 

was a suit against a bank receiver In their official 

capacity in 1850* of course Curran v. Arkansas In 1857.

Anc Curran v. Arkansas Is an Interesting case 

for another purpose* and that gets to the next matter 1
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would like to address* and that Is the question of the 

jurisdiction of state courts to handle Section 1983 

dales.

In fact* there is no question about concurrent 

jurisdiction. In other words* the Court dees not have 

to reach that because the Michigan Supreme Court quite 

clearly indicated that Michlgar courts have jurisdiction 

over those cases* and moreover that Michigan's sovereign 

imiunity Is no bar to any of those actions.

Anc consequently the sole reason why the 

Michigan Supreme Court decided the case* as it did* was 

because it believed that the state was not a person* 

l.e. there was not a cause of action against the state.

I eight not have been exactly clear in 

responding to Justice Scalia's question abcut the nature 

of the Ilth Amendment bar. I would like to Indicate 

that In the antitrust area* for example* the distinction 

is also made between the cause of action and the defense 

of the 11th Amendment.

And as a matter of fact even though* under the 

antitrust laws* the state is a person who cay be sued 

unoer the antitrust laws* the 11th Amendment bars 

daeages relief. And consequently it did not affect the 

Court's decision that states were persons.

They were nonetheless persons —
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Burnha* • 

sutm it ted

the above'

CHIEF JUSTICE REhNQU 1ST. Thank >ot, Mr.

Your time has expired. The case is

(Whereupon* at li47 o'clock p.m.» the case In 

entitled matter was submitted.)
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